
GNB Crown Lands Branch:  They own the NB Trail, are in charge of gates, maintenance and repairs.  

Inquiries regarding new trail proposals can be sent to Kerrie. 

Kerrie Hallett, Provincial Trails Coordinator Kerrie.Hallett@gnb.ca (506) 453-6025 

 

GNB Off-Road Vehicle Enforcement:  It is illegal to operate an ORV under the influence of alcohol 

and/or drugs. You are also prohibited from driving an ORV if you have had your driving privileges 

suspended under the motor vehicle act as a result of driving while impaired.  All operators under 16 

years of age must complete an approved safety training course and be supervised in clear view of 

someone who is at least 19 years old. OFF Road vehicles must be registered and insured.  Also, 

important to note that it’s illegal to operate an OFF Road Vehicle or Motor Vehicle on the Sentier NB 

Trail that is located in the Town of Florenceville-Bristol. 

Serge Dionne offroadvehicle@gnb.ca 1-877-449-2244 

 

GNB Commercial Vehicle Enforcement: Address issues regarding commercial vehicles including jake 

brake noise and commercial vehicle speeding can be directed to them.  Alternatively, if you are familiar 

with the company whose vehicle is causing grief, sometimes a call to the company will remedy the issue.  

Most companies want to be good corporate citizens, so this can be a simple way to address a problem. 

Sgt. Stephen McIsaac Stephen.McIsaac@gnb.ca 506-471-6701 

 

Any of the above complaints can also be logged with RCMP, as these departments keep separate 

complaint databases.  Important information to provide is day of week, time of day, description of 

vehicle and driver.  If a photo can be safely taken, that can aide enforcement too. 

RCMP Woodstock Detachment 325-3000   

 

Remember:  Residents should not be setting traps to stop ATVs from entering their property or the NB 

Trail system.  If there is frustration from residents, they need to report the issue to the RCMP and/or 

Off-Road Vehicle Enforcement.  If residents are setting traps, that behaviour needs to be reported to 

RCMP to prevent injuries from occurring.  

 

New Brunswick All Terrain Vehicle Federation:  They have a series of trails throughout the province that 

ATVs can use.  Membership details and trail routes can be found on their website:  www.nbatving.com  

Florenceville-Bristol is in Region 7 on their trail map page. https://nbatving.com/en/cartes.php  

Roger Daigle, President:  Roger_daigle@hotmail.com 1-888-847-1100 

Jacques Poirier, General Manager: jacques.poirier@nbatving.com 1-888-847-1100 

 

Sentier NB Trail:  They handle the non-motorized issues regarding the trail including horses, walkers, 

and bicycles. 

Charlotte Hill, Marketing & Events Manager marketing@sentiernbtrail.com 506-454-1110  

Poul Jorgensen, Executive Director pjorgensen@sentiernbtrail.com 506-454-1110 
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